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BRAND NEW, The Best Way to Rob a Bank is to Own One: How
Corporate Executives and Politicians Looted the S & L Industry,
William K. Black, Now updated with an extensive afterword that
reveals how the bank failures of 2008 resulted from the lack of
regulatory oversight discussed in this book, here is the
acclaimed insider's account of how financial super predators
brought down an industry by massive accounting fraud. The
catastrophic collapse of companies such as Enron, WorldCom,
ImClone, and Tyco left angry investors, employees, reporters,
and government investigators demanding to know how the
CEOs deceived everyone into believing their companies were
spectacularly successful when in fact they were massively
insolvent. Why did the nation's top accounting firms give such
companies clean audit reports? Where were the regulators and
whistle blowers who should expose fraudulent CEOs before they
loot their companies for hundreds of millions of dollars? In this
expert insider's account of the savings and loan debacle of the
1980s, William Black lays bare the strategies that corrupt CEOs
and CFOs - in collusion with those who have regulatory oversight
of their industries - use to defraud companies for...
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An exceptional book and also the font utilized was intriguing to read. This is for all who statte there was not a worth
reading. It is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Pr of . Tyson Hilper t-- Pr of . Tyson Hilper t

Completely essential study ebook. This is for all those who statte there was not a well worth reading. I realized this
book from my dad and i recommended this publication to find out.
-- Ja r r ell K ova cek-- Ja r r ell K ova cek
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